
Commonality is an event-based smartphone app that:

Helps you 
find people  
you should 
meet at an 
event.

Lets you 
extend the 
common 
experience 
beyond 
that event.
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Thousands of spectators 
arrive at an event.



Follow Richard as he uses 
commonality at the event.



1.  Richard 
 downloads
 the app.



2  He registers
 and sets up   
 his profile.



commonality 
displays a listing 
of all events in 
a Richard’s area.

3.  Richard 
 selects 
 his event.

Car Race



4.  He adds his
 event-based
 interests.

Once his interests 
are entered, 
Richard becomes 
visible on 
the event’s 
commonality 
network. 

commonality 
automatically 
matches his 
interests to 
others. 



commonality 
displays all 
people at the 
event who 
share Richard’s  
interests.

Richard can 
message who he 
wants to meet.

5.  Richard 
 reviews his
 commonality   
 results.



Mary Ann receives an alert 
that someone wants to chat 
with her. 



She decides 
whether to 
meet or hide 
from him.

6. Mary Ann
 reads 
 Richard’s
 profile.



Mary Ann and 
Richard use 
commonality to 
IM, keeping them 
anonymous 
unless they 
choose to 
meet.

7.  They Chat.
 



They meet up.



The event ends.



After the event, 
Richard can 
continue to make 
commonality 
connections with 
others from the 
event. 

8.  Richard wants  
 to continue   
 meeting 
 people from 
 the event.  



A week later...



Richard is in 
proximity of 
Steve, who also 
attended the 
event. 

They remain 
anonymous to 
each other 
unless they 
each choose 
to become 
identifiable.  

9.  Richard 
 gets a 
 commonality
 alert. ALERT

Make Profile Identifiable



commonality can be used 
for a wide range of events, 
such as:

· concerts
· conferences
· vendor fairs
· job fairs
· fund raisers
· sporting events
· community gatherings

...or anytime lots 
of people get together.

Use commonality at your next event to find 
the hidden treasure of shared connections you 
didn’t know existed.
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